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0. An infinitesimal isometry of a compact almost-Kahlerian space is analy-
tic and hence is an automorphism. But an infinitesimal analytic transformation
is not necessarily isometric. Concerning this the following theorem is known.
In a compact Kahlerian space, an infinitesimal analytic transformation which
leaves invariant the form defining Chern class of degree 2 is an automorphism.
In this paper we shall generalize this theorem to a certain compact almost-
Hermitian space which is called an O*-space.

In §1 we shall give some preliminary facts for later use. In §2 we shall
associate in an almostΉermitian space a 2-form to a connection called a cano-
nical connection, and prove that the form is closed. This form corresponds to
the form of Chern. In §3 we shall deal with an almostΉermitian space which
will be called an -A-space and discuss an infinitesimal analytic transformation
which leaves invariant the form. The main theorem will be given in the last
section.

1- Almost-complex spaces. Consider an n dimensional space1} which admits
a tensor field φ/1. A tensor is called pure {hybrid) with respect to its two
indices, if it commutes (anti-commutes) with φi

ίt in these indices. For instance,
ζji is pure (hybrid) with respect to i and h, if

If a tensor is pure (hybrid) with respect to all pairs of its indices, then it
is called a pure (hybrid) tensor.

For simplicity, we denote by p(i,ti) (ί)(z,Λ)) the fact that the tensor in
consideration is pure (hybrid) with respect to i and h.

The following facts are known or easily proved.

If ξjth is P(i,A) (&(j9h)) and also is p(i,h) (£)(*", h)\ then it is p(j,ϊ).
If ζjih is P(j.h) and is fy(i,h\ then it is ΐ)( j»
If ξkji and ηt

5i are both p(j,i) (ί)O>*)), then ξkjrvΓ is P(j,ϊ).

1) Throughout this paper we shall consider spaces which are manifolds with the differen-
tiability class C°°. Indices run from 1 to n. We follow the notations of Tachibana, S., [7],
[8], [9]. The number in brackets [ ] refers to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.
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If ξkji is P(j,i) and ηL

5i is ϊ)O>'), then%kjrη? is

If a tensor field φ* satisfies

(1.1) φt

rφr

h=-St

h,

then the tensor assigns to the space in consideration an almost-complex

structure.

In the following we shall only concern ourselves with a space admitting a

fixed almost-complex structure.

In an almost-complex space i.e. a space with a fixed almost-complex structure

<Pih, the following fact is important.

If £ / is W> h\ then ξjr

r = 0 holds good.

By making use of these facts, we can perform some calculation effectively. For

instance we can easily check that if ζkr* is ϊj(r, 5), then ζkr%5*ζit ^ 0

A vector field vι is called contravariant almost-analytic* (or for brevity

analytic), if it satisfies

(1.2) £φt

h = vdrφi

h - φϊ drv
h + φr

hdiV

r = 0,
V

where £, denotes the operator of Lie derivation.3)

V

2. Almost-Hermitian spaces. An almost-complex space admits always

an almost-Hermitian metric4). An almost-Hermitian metric is by definition a

positive definite Riemannian metric tensor gn which is hybrid.

By an almost-Hermitian space we shall mean a space with a fixed almost-

Hermitian structure (φ?, gji).

In an almost-Hermitian space, an affine connection defined by

= { + 7γ, T/ = (- i/2)φr

h

Viφ;,

will be called a canonical connection, where Vj denotes the operator of Rieman-

nian derivation.

It is known that the metric tensor g^ and the almost-complex structure

(p? are covariantly constant with respect to the canonical connection.^

Denoting the curvature tensor formed from Γjέ

Λ and the Riemannian

curvature tensor by Kkji

h and Rm

h respectively, we have

-ΓT h ττ> h ι_ _ _ rr% Ίl rri h , rηn hrrt V rrt Krrt T

J^kji — Kkji "Γ Vfc * ji ~~ V J1 kί "Γ 1 kr J- ji — 1 j r 1 ti

2) Tachibana,S., [9].
3) Yano,K., [11].
4) Cf., Frδlicher,A., [2], Obata, M., [5].
5) Cf., Lichnerowicz, A., [4], Obata, M., [5], Tachibana, S., [10], Yano, K. [11].
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Taking account of (l.l) we have

Kkji

h - (1/2) (Λ*/ - RtJφSφΐ) - ( l/4)(v*^r*V^i r - V / P r ' W ) .

Now we define skew-symmetric tensors ίΓ^ and i?*.? by

Kkj = 2Kkjrψt and i?^ = 2Rkjr

tφt

r,

so we can easily obtain the following equation:

(2.1) Kkj = i?fc, - φs\kψrVόΨt.

If the space is (pseudo-) Kahlerian, then JSΓW and Rkj both reduce to
Λ

AφkRrj, where Rrj is the Ricci tensor. In this case the differential form K =

Kkj da? Λ dec? is nothing but the form defining Chern class of degree 2.
In an almostΉermitian space, φ/1 itself is pure but Sjkφt is §(i,h). On

taking account of this fact, we shall prove the following
A A

THEOREM I. In an almost-Hermitian space, the differential form K = Kki

dx6 Λ dec? is closed.
PROOF. From (2.1) we have

Now we denote by ®{akji\ the cyclic sum of a given tensor akJi, i.e.

®\am\ = akji + ajίk + aίkj.

With this notation, we have

by virtue of the Bianchi's identity.
On the other hand, if we put

Vi(ψ!VkψrVfpΓ> = K + b2 + b3>

then we have

b\ Ξ Viφs^kψrViΦt = 0

by the hybridity §(i,h) of V J £ ^ a n d the arguments in §1 and have

= < P s t V k φ r V i V 3 ( P t = Φ V φ

= ~ φVΦ

Hence it follows that
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Thus we get ©fvi^jy} = 0. q.e.ci

In the next place we shall prove the following

THEOREM 2. In an almost-Hermitian space, the equation

is valid for an analytic vector v\ where we put t} = tjr

sφ8

r and

PROOF. It is well known that the equations

(2.2)

are valid for any vector field v\

Since vι is analytic, from the last equation we have

(2.3) hVicΨr = tkp'φr

p ~

From (2. 2) we have

(2.4) £Rt, = 2 9>/(vΛ/ ~

and from (2. 3) and (l. l) we have

(2.5) - φ;£Xv*Pr\/pΓ) = 2 (tjr
Ό

Thus by virtue of (2.1), (2.4) and (2. 5) we get

V/)i Q e.<L

3. A-spaces. We have known that in an almost-Kahlerian space and a

ίΓ-space the equation

(3.1) VrΨi = 0

is valid.8) An Hermitian space in which (3. l) holds was first introduced by

M Apte [l]. Recently we dealed with an almost-Hermitian space satisfying (3.1)

and obtained some results9) and S.Koto [3] also obtained interesting results.

By an A-space we shall mean such a space i.e. an almost-Hermitian space

6) Yano,K., [11], p. 9.
7) Yano, K., [11], p. 16-17.
8) Tachibana,S., [7], [81.
9) Tachibana,S., [8], [9].
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in which (3. l) is valid.10)

In the first place we have

LEMMA 3. l . i υ In a compact A-space, if scalar function p satisfies dtp
= db φ[ur, where ur is closed 12), then p is constant.

PROOF. By the assumption we have Vi/° = — φlur. Hence it holds that
gnVrVtP = 0 by making use of the skew-symmetry of φir. Since the space is
compact, we obtain the lemma. q e. d.

Consider an analytic vector vι in an A-space. From (2. 3) we have

Contracting k and s and taking account of (3. l) and tn

h = ti3

h, we get
ti = tpr

r<PiP. On the other hand we have tpr

r = dpiVtV1) for any vector field v\
Hence we obtain

LEMMA 3. 2. Tn an A-space, the relaiton tt = φΐdXVttf) holds good for an

analytic vector v\

By virtue of these lemmas, we can prove the following

THEOREM 3, In a compact A-space, if an analytic vector vι satisfies

<3.2) £,KkJ = 0,
V

then the infinitesimal transformation v% is volume-preserving, i.e., v«^c = 0.

PROOF. Let vι be an analytic vector satisfying (3.2). From Lemma 3. 2 we
have θiCVί̂ O == ~~ ψitr On the other hand, from (3. 2) and Theorem 2 we have
that tj is closed. Hence Lemma 3.1 implies that v«^ — const., from which we
have the theorem. q. e. d.

4. O*-spaces. In an almost-Hermitian space, φόi = φjgri is hybrid but

Vkψji is P(j,t).

5. Koto [3] dafinad a certain alimst-H^rmitian space, called O^-space, and
discussed such a space. By definition an O*-space is an almost-Hermitian space
such that Vkψji is a pure tensor. H3 also proved that almost-Kahlerian spaces
and K-spaces are O*-spaces are and O*-spaces are A-spaces. These relations are
indicated by the following diagramm:

^^ almost-Kahlerian space
- A - s p a c e O *

10) An Λ-Space is called an almost semi-Kahlerian space in [3].
11) This lemma is a generalization of Lemma 1.1 in [8]. Professor K. Yano proved the

lemma without the assumption (3.1), personal communication.
12) We suppose a covariant vector as a form in a natural way.
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Since an O*-space is an A-space, the discussions in §3 are applicable to
O*-spaces.

In an O* space, an analytic vector has a remarkable property which wilL
be given in the following Lemma 4.1.

LEMMA 4.1. (Koto [3]) In an O*-space, an analytic vector vι satisfies

gr%S

h = 9rSVrVsVh + Rr

hV = 0.

For the completeness we shall give its proof.

PROOF In the first place we notice that the purity (hybridity) of a tensor
is preserved by Lie derivation with respect to an analytic vector. Hence if vι is.
an analytic vector, then in an O*-space j L v ^ / is P(k,j).

From (2.3) we have

Transvecting this with φj1c = φ*gTj which is hybrid, we get
V

If we take account of the arguments in §1 and the symmetry of tH

h

9 then we-
have gkptkp

h = 0. q. e. d.

LEMMA 4. 2. (Koto [3]) In a compact O*-space, if an analytic vector vι

satisfies Vt^ == 0, then it is a Killing vector and hence an automorphism}^

This follows directly from Lemma 4.1 and the well known theorem on-
Killing vectors.

By virtue of Theorem 3 and Lemma 4. 2 we obtain

THEOREM 4.14) In a compact O* space, if an analytic vector vι satisfies

hkk} = 0,
V

then it is an automorphism.
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